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LIKE NATURE AROUND US,

it is the ongoing development of 
our premium leather uppers, and 
specialised soles, that keeps ECCO 
in natural motion. When old world 
craftsmanship meets next generation 
technology, innovation occurs. It is a 
guiding principle, a brand promise, and 
the experience we offer in every shoe. 



WE ARE NOT TYPICAL 
SHOEMAKERS 

The simple truth that has  
always motivated us is this

PREMIUM LEATHER 

X 

INNOVATIVE COMFORT 

=

NATURAL MOTION



MEN´S  
COLLECTION



ECCO GOLF
COOL PRO
MEN’S

10210401001

10210401007

10210401379

A unique combination of highly innovative technologies 

gives you exactly what you need most on the course — in 

all conditions. Built on ECCO’s exclusive BIOM® last, ECCO 

COOL PRO utilises our pioneering FLUIDFORM™ Technology 

to frame and anatomically support your foot, while bringing 

you closer to the ground to provide natural motion and 

better control. TRI-FI-GRIP™ outsole ensures multi-purpose 

zonal performance through three segments; one for stability, 

another for durability and a third for rotational support.

GORE-TEX® SURROUND® construction, paired with our 

advanced T.PU EXHAUST GRID built into the midsole, leads 

fresh air directly to the sole of your foot, while simultaneously 

allowing heat and moisture to escape. Matched with thin, 

perforated ECCO YAK leather, this powerful combination 

provides 360° breathability and 100% waterproofing to let you 

perform comfortably from the first tee to the 18th green, and 

beyond.



ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 2
MEN’S

1518045075215180450612

1518040160215180451227

The successful precursor of BIOM® HYBRID 3 is built on the 

renowned BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® last, ensuring low-to-

the-ground stability with a glove like fit to maximise forward 

momentum.

Showcasing cutting-edge ECCO innovations with 

FLUIDFORM™ Technology and a unique E-DTS™ outsole, 

ECCO BIOM® HYBRID 2 delivers cushioning with every step, as 

well as grip on wet or slippery ground.

The technology leverages 100 traction bars on the outsole 

to create a strong foundation and enhanced stability for a 

more confident motion.

Premium ECCO YAK leather uppers are treated with 

water-repellent HYDROMAX™ during the tanning process, 

protecting feet from damp ground and light downpours 

during play.

FRED COUPLES
ECCO Golf Ambassador



THOMAS BJØRN
Ryder Cup Captain wearing ECCO BIOM® HYBRID 3



ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 3
MEN’S

15580401034 15580451227

15580455896 15580450943

15580401415

15580451625

Whatever challenges you face out on the golf course on any given day, you’re sure to benefit 

from this shoe’s innovative outsole, called ECCO TRI-FI-GRIP™.

With three different zones - one for stability, one for durability and another for rotation – the 

outsole assists you from back-swing to follow through.

It’s also extremely comfortable and flexible when you are walking. Other technologies include 

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION®, which encourages a more natural walking motion for added power 

and efficiency, as well as enhancing comfort and stability. Uppers crafted from ECCO YAK 

leather help to make this an extremely breathable and hardy shoe, while the GORE-TEX® 

construction ensures it is 100% waterproof.



1558145066915581401001

1558145902015581454302

ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 3
MEN’S



ECCO GOLF
S-LITE
MEN’S

15190401007

15190401539

15190401269

Taking a fresh and innovative approach to golf shoe design, 

ECCO S-LITE blends cutting-edge engineering and comfort to 

ensure an ultra-light on-course experience.

Lightweight ECCO RICH TWO-TONE YAK leather uppers lined 

with a soft textile provide natural water repellent properties 

and breathability.

The ground-breaking E-DTS™ LITE outsole offers award-

winning grip and unrivalled flexibility that still packs a punch 

with on-course traction.

An innovative multi-injection production process has enabled 

ECCO GOLF to design a base that’s 66% thinner than any 

other T.PU outsole that the company has previously created, 

making it the perfect packable playing option for overseas 

travel, or for an after-work twilight round on a hot summer’s 

day.



ECCO GOLF
SOFT
MEN’S

15130401001

15130401038

15130401002

15130401114

Lift your look and game with a fresh, versatile cup sole 

hybrid, made for work and play. With a geometric build and 

proportions, the ECCO GOLF SOFT is an exciting new style 

that transforms the ultra-contemporary ECCO SOFT 8 sneaker 

into a modern golf icon.

A wider mould and higher side walls bring stability and 

balance, with award-winning ECCO DYNAMIC TRACTION 

SYSTEM™ (E-DTS™) adding grip and traction.



ECCO GOLF
STREET RETRO
MEN’S

15061401001

15061401038

15061401002

15061450411

ECCO STREET RETRO is inspired by the original design that 

Fred Couples famously wore at the 2010 Masters, and 

successfully combines timeless styling with an array of 

advanced performance technologies.

Featuring our all-day outsole that marked one of the most 

significant advances in the history of golf footwear — with 

awarded-winning ECCO DYNAMIC TRACTION SYSTEM™ 

(E-DTS™) adding grip and traction without the weight.

A luxurious, ECCO HYDROMAX™ treated leather upper 

sits atop a low-profile, ECCO FLUIDFORM™ technology PU 

midsole, providing trendy, sneaker-style aesthetics in four 

classic colour options for those that favour a more casual 

look.



ECCO GOLF  
BIOM® G3 
MEN’S

13180451402 13180401152

13181401001 13181401379

13180401001

13180401048

13181401152

The new ECCO BIOM® G3 is a  pure performance golf shoe. Built on the BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® 

last, It offers a fit and feel that you only get with ECCO.

Based on 2,500 scans of human feet it gives you an ultimate fit, more stability and forward 

moving momentum  for more power during every swing.

A re-engineered outsole cleat setup combined with innovative Hybrid elements, including a  

toe rotation-line, provide outstanding stability for players who prefer a cleated shoe.



ECCO GOLF
STRIKE
MEN’S

13210401001 13210401007

ECCO STRIKE design is defined by an improved spiked outsole 

which features a rotational line that complements the natural 

movement of the foot throughout the swing.

The sole combines strategically positioned ZARMA-TOUR® 

spikes with a series of hybrid cleats - a concept that’s 

engineered to provide increased room for dynamic traction, 

as well as reducing the overall weight of the shoe.

The hybrid elements, including a rotation line on the toe, are 

complemented by the ZARMA-TOUR® spikes which utilise six 

flexible, anti-clogging comfort legs to maximise traction and 

durability.

Crafted from ECCO YAK leather, providing an extra strong, 

durable and modern upper material with a two-tone surface 

that’s both sporty and water-proof due to GORE-TEX® 

technology.



WOMEN´S  
COLLECTION



ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 2
WOMEN’S

12026301001

12026301539

12026301007

The successful precursor of BIOM® HYBRID 3 is built on the 

renowned BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® last, ensuring low-to-the-

ground stability with a glove like fit and maximum forward 

momentum.

Showcasing cutting-edge ECCO innovations with 

FLUIDFORM™ Technology and a unique E-DTS™ outsole, 

ECCO BIOM® HYBRID 2 delivers cushioning with every step, as 

well as grip on wet or slippery ground.

The technology leverages 100 traction bars on the outsole 

to create a strong foundation and enhanced stability, for a 

more confident motion.

Premium ECCO YAK leather uppers are treated with 

water-repellent HYDROMAX™ during the tanning process, 

protecting feet from damp ground and light downpours 

during play.

Minjee Lee



ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 3
WOMEN’S
Whatever challenges you face out on the golf course on any given day, you’re sure to benefit 

from this shoe’s innovative outsole, called TRI-FI-GRIP™.

With three different zones - one for stability, one for durability and another for rotation – the 

outsole assists you from back-swing to follow-through. It is also extremely comfortable and 

flexible when walking.

Other technologies include BIOM® NATURAL MOTION®, which encourages a more natural 

walking motion for added power and efficiency, as well as enhancing comfort and stability.

Uppers crafted from ECCO YAK leather help to make this an extremely breathable and hardy 

shoe, while the GORE-TEX® construction ensures it is 100% waterproof.

SANDRA CARLBORG
ECCO Golf Ambassador



12550301001 12550301163

12550350952

12551352313

12550301086

12550351227

12551351674

1255230123612552301007

ECCO GOLF
BIOM® HYBRID 3
WOMEN’S

12550350999



ECCO GOLF
S-LITE
WOMEN’S

12190301007

12190301118

12190301046

12190301471

Taking a fresh and innovative approach to golf shoe design, 

ECCO S-LITE blends cutting-edge engineering and comfort to 

ensure an ultra-light on-course experience.

Lightweight ECCO RICH TWO-TONE YAK leather uppers lined 

with a soft textile provide natural water repellent properties  

and breathability.

The ground-breaking E-DTS™ LITE outsole offers award-

winning grip and unrivalled flexibility that still packs a punch 

with on-course traction.

An innovative multi-injection production process has enabled 

ECCO GOLF to design a base that’s 66% thinner than any 

other T.PU outsole that the company has previously created, 

making it the perfect packable playing option for overseas 

travel, or for an after-work twilight round on a hot summer’s 

day.



ECCO GOLF
SOFT
WOMEN’S

10110301001

10110301708

10112301375

10110301002

10112301007

Lift your look and game with a fresh, versatile cup sole 

hybrid, made for work and play. With a geometric build and 

proportions, the ECCO GOLF SOFT is an exciting new style 

that transforms the ultra-contemporary ECCO SOFT 8 sneaker 

into a modern golf icon.

A wider mould and higher side walls bring stability and 

balance, with award-winning ECCO DYNAMIC TRACTION 

SYSTEM™ (E-DTS™) adding grip and traction.



ECCO GOLF
STREET RETRO
WOMEN’S

12164301007

12164301152

12164301058

The shoe that sparked a revolution was born from a simple 

notion that a golf shoe can be more than just a golf shoe, 

and now, for the first time, it’s available for female golfers.

Relying on over 50 years of shoemaking expertise, we 

developed an all-day outsole that marked one of the most 

significant advances in the history of golf footwear — with 

awarded-winning ECCO DYNAMIC TRACTION SYSTEM™ 

(E-DTS™) adding grip and traction without the weight.

Initially labelled by some as a “concept shoe”, GOLF STREET 

RETRO was worn at the 2010 Masters by Fred Couples and 

became an instant global phenomenon, the effects of which 

continue to this day.



ECCO GOLF  
BIOM® G3 
WOMEN’S

10240301001 10240301007

10240301539

The new ECCO BIOM® G3 is a pure performance golf shoe. Built 

on the BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® last, It offers a fit and feel that 

you only get with ECCO.

Based on 2,500 scans of human feet it gives you an ultimate fit, 

more stability and forward moving momentum for more power 

during every swing.

A re-engineered outsole cleat setup combined with innovative 

Hybrid elements, including a toe rotation-line, provide 

outstanding stability for players who prefer a cleated shoe.




